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The design of a DEMO reactor requires the design of a blanket system suitable of reliable T production and heat 

extraction for electricity production. In the frame of the EUROfusion Consortium activities, the Breeding Blanket 
Project has been constituted in 2014 with the goal to develop concepts of Breeding Blankets for the EU PPPT 
DEMO; this includes an integrated design and R&D program with the goal to select after 2020 concepts on fusion 
plants for the engineering phase. The design activities are presently focalized around a pool of solid and liquid 
breeder blanket with helium, water and PbLi cooling. Development of tritium extraction and control technology, as 
well manufacturing and development of solid and PbLi breeders are part of the Programme. 
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1. Introduction 

The EU fusion roadmap Horizon 2020 [1] foresees a 
Demonstration Fusion Power Reactor (DEMO) to follow 
ITER as the remaining crucial step towards the 
commercial exploitation of fusion power. Rationale of 
the plant configurations used in the European Power 
Plant Physics and Technology (PPPT) programme and 
the strategical development plant adopted in these 
studies can be found in [2].  

Major requirements of the PPPT-DEMO plant are the 
production of the tritium necessary to sustain the 
thermonuclear reaction and the delivery of several 
hundreds of MW of electrical power in net around 2050. 
For these tasks the breeding blanket (BB) is the key 
components using the neutron of the fusion reaction to 
produce tritium (reaction with Li) and converting the 
energy of neutron, particles and photons coming out 
from the burning plasma in thermal energy suitable for 
power generation systems. To achieve these goals, the 
blanket system shall occupy more than 85% of the in-
vessel surface/volume surrounding the plasma, collecting 
a similar percentage of the total fusion energy (around 
2.0 GW in the present plant lay-out) in its heat removal 
systems. The Breeding blanket requires large external 
auxiliary systems to perform its functions, namely the 
Primary Heat Transfer System (PHTS), the power 
generation system (PGS), the tritium extraction system 
(TES). For these reasons the selection of the type of 
blanket is a strategical choice that constraints strongly 
the whole DEMO plant design, its safety features and 
economic viability. 

Even if the present PPPT DEMO configuration is 
setting specific requirements to the blanket design, (i.e. a 
dedicated work of adaptation and integration) the 
breeding blanket development can refer to a very long 
tradition of studies. In EU, Japan, USA and Russia 
Federation, large blankets studies has been conducted 
since the 80-teens years in international and national 
programmes; more recently other countries (China, 
Korea and India) have joined the fusion community 
participating to ITER construction and to the 
development of own Roadmaps for the DEMO and 
commercial power plant. Furthermore, all these countries 
are participating to the Test Blanket Programme, where 
six blanket prototypes (the so called Test Blanket 
Modules, TBM) will be tested in 3 Equatorial Ports of 
ITER; the programme aims to gain operational 
information on the behaviour of blanket mock-ups, 
materials, processes and technologies in the integrated 
fusion environment offered by ITER [3]. 

 

2. The BB Project in EUROfusion 
The Breeding Blanket Project (labelled also WPBB) 

was constituted in April 2014 inside the Consortium 
EUROfusion. It is included in the PPPT Programme 
together with other Projects dedicated to the different 
systems constituting a fusion power reactor (e.g. Heat 
and Current Drive, Magnet, Divertor, Balance of Plant) 
and to general topics like Safety, Remote Maintenance 
and Materials. The different Projects are coordinated 
through a reactor integration Project at level of 
Progamme Management Unit in Garching.  



	  

The major goal of the WPBB (in the Horizon 2020 
framework) is to complete the design at conceptual level 
of the breeder blanket systems (including TES) 
compatible with the PPPT DEMO requirements and 
interfaces. It is currently assumed that after 2020 one or 
two plant concepts will be selected for starting an 
engineering phase that should lead to a constructive 
design of a fusion power plant in the time foreseen by 
the Roadmap. The WPBB programme in 2014-2020 has 
as main milestones: i) end 2015 the first release of 
requirements and interfaces relatives to the blanket 
systems, ii) end 2017 a consolidated design of the 
candidate blankets and ii) end 2019 a final conceptual 
design of these systems. The design work is supported 
by a relatively large R&D programme to consolidate the 
knowledge of the proposed technologies, to assess 
feasibility, maturity and costs. 

Following the recommendations of the Roadmap, 
investigations on 4 blanket concepts have been included 
in the WPBB programme. They are the two blanket 
concepts selected to be tested in the TBM Programme in 
ITER [4], namely the Helium Cooled Pebble Bed 
(HCPB) and the Helium Cooled Lithium Lead (HCLL) 
concepts. In addition, to extend the selection basis 
according to a strategy of risk minimization, a water-
cooled concept, i.e. the Water Cooled Lithium Lead 
(WCLL) and a more advanced concept, i.e. the Dual 
Coolant Lithium Lead (DCLL) have been included in the 
study. All these concepts have been extensively 
investigated in the past in the frame of EU BB 
programme, in particular during the DEMONET studies 
(1992-1995) and the PPCS (1999-2004) [5]. An 
introduction to the characteristic of these blankets 
concepts can be found in [6]. 

The WPBB is organized in 9 Work Areas (WA); the 
first 4 areas are related to the work of design teams 
dedicated to the development of one of the considered 
blanket design, the other 4 WAs are cross technologies 
used by several blanket concepts (like PbLi systems, 
tritium extraction and control, blanket manufacturing 
and FW design and performances). The 9th area refers to 
the group in KIT supporting the Project Leader in 
Technical Coordination, Project Management, System 
Engineering and Configuration (see Table I). Seven 
Research Units (RU) are involved in the WPBB 
activities, namely KIT (that has the coordination role), 
ENEA, CVR (IPP.CR), CIEMAT, CEA, CCFE, Wigner 
RCP (HAS); order according to the ppy involvement in 
2014-2018. 
Table I: Work Packages in the BB Project (underlined the RU 
with coordination role in the WP) 

ID WA Description RUs involved 

WP1 HCPB BBt Design and 
ceramic breeder 
development 

KIT, CIEMAT, HAS 

WP2 HCLL BB Design CEA, IPP.CR, HAS 

WP3 WCLL BB Design and 
water cooling 
technology 

ENEA 

development 

WP4 DCLL BB Design and 
Flow Channel Insert 
(FCI)  development 

CIEMAT, IPP.CR, KIT  

WP5	   PbLi Technology 
development 

ENEA, KIT, CIEMAT, 
IPP.CR 

WP6	   Tritium Technology 
development 

KIT, ENEA, CIEMAT, 
CCFE 

WP7	   BB manufacturing CEA, KIT, IPP.CR 

WP8	   FW/Limiter design CCFE, KIT, IPP.CR 

WP9	   Supporting Group CEA, KIT 

3. Design approach 
Requirements and rationale deriving from integration 

of the blanket design in the reactor plant are described in 
detail in another paper [7]. Here it is recalled that the a 
first blanket set has to be designed for a lifetime 
corresponding to neutron damages of 20 dpa, with a 
second set aiming to 50 dpa; this means that one 
scheduled replacement of the whole blanket system is 
necessary in the life of the reactor (which will be sum up 
to about 70 dpa). The blankets shall be adapted to a 
reactor maintenance system based on a remote handling 
vertical replacement scheme through large upper ports 
[8]. According to this concept (see Figure 1) each 
blanket sector (toroidal portion between two TF-coils) is 
vertically divided into 3 outboard (OB) and 2 inboard 
(IB) segments; for an 18-TF-coils-reactor this means 90 
individual segments. At the present stage of design the 
architecture of each segment follows the principle of the 
Multi-Module-Segment (MMS) concept; a blanket 
segment is formed by a robust Back Supporting 
Structure (BSS) that support modules (boxes) that 
contain the breeder zone (BZ) and the First Wall (FW). 
The BSS includes also the main manifold system that 
feeds the modules and connects the PHTS outside the 
vacuum vessel.   

 
Fig. 1: Typical blanket segmentation for a vertical maintenance 
system and MMS architecture.  
 

The complete set of requirements on which the 
blanket system should be designed is still under 
completion and evolves in parallel with the design; a 
first version of the BB System Requirement Document 
(SRD) has been already produced in 2014 and a more 



	  

complete version will be issued at the end of 2015. Even 
if incomplete the SRD contains the set of main 
requirements to be followed by each design team; this 
includes nuclear, thermo-hydraulics and structural- 
mechanical requirements.        

3.1 Nuclear requirements 

A main requirement for the DEMO reactor is to 
produce all the T necessary for the thermonuclear 
reaction, not relying to any external sources (apart from 
several kilograms of T necessary to start the reactor 
operations). 

As blankets are supposed to be the only components 
to breed T, the T self-sufficiency can be achieved only 
with an accurate nuclear design of this system. In 
particular breeder and neutron multiplier materials shall 
be located in proximity of the plasma flux and neutron 
absorption materials shall be minimized in the breeding 
zone; e.g. manifolds have to be located in the rear part of 
the blanket box. In particular the amount of steel that is 
used as structural material has to be reduced; amount of 
steel larger than 12-15% can degrade the tritium 
breeding ratio (TBR) to unacceptable levels.  The paper 
[9] shows the challenges related to achieve the T self- 
sufficiency in the four PPPT concepts, comparing the 
blanket design versions produced in 2014. Many of the 
recommendations of this paper have been already 
implemented in the 2015 design showing that all the 
concepts have the potentiality to fulfil the TBR 
requirements. Even if in the current PPPT DEMO plant 
design the VV takes almost all the task of shielding for 
the magnets, blankets have still to protect the VV against 
damages (dpa < 2.75), excessive heating and, depending 
on the materials, to reduce the activation of the VV 
structures [7]. In addition they will be required to shield 
effectively in correspondence of the weak points of the 
VV, like in correspondence of the several ports.  

3.2 Thermo-hydraulic requirements 

The design of the blanket has to ensure an effective 
cooling of all the parts under surface and volumetric heat 
to cope with temperature limits of the materials. 
EUROFER steel shall be kept under ~550°C, solid 
breeders under 920°C, beryllium under 650°C and PbLi 
under ~550°C (at least at the interface with steel).  

According to the preliminary thermo-hydraulic 
analyses, the cooling scheme elaborated for the 4 
blankets is able to perform well in the breeding zone 
allowing a fully integration in the PHTS. On the contrary 
the power handling requirements of the first-wall are still 
subject to large uncertainties, complicating the thermo-
hydraulic integration. Work is under way to develop a 
DEMO wall load specifications which will provide 
poloidally resolved estimates of a wide range of static 
and transient loads (see section 5.4). For the FW design, 
three architecture options have been proposed, ranging 
from i) a fully thermo-hydraulically and mechanically 
integrated option (current reference design), through ii) a 
thermo-hydraulically decoupled one, to iii) a fully (also 
mechanically) decoupled option (see Figure 2). The 
adoption of these different configurations will depend on 

the local loads acting on the blanket surface. For 
relatively low surface loads (under 0.5-1.0 MW/m2, 
depending on the used coolant) and uncertainties in the 
range of ± 15% the solution i) seems possible while for 
higher uncertainties the solution ii) should be preferred. 
Solution iii) could be adopted to reduce thermal and EM 
loads or if the lifetime of the FW components falls below 
the limits prescribed for the remaining blanket (e.g. for 
the use of other structural materials than EUROFER) 
requiring a local replacement.  

 
Fig. 2: Possible design options for the blanket FW: i) 

integrated design, ii) hydraulic decoupled, iii) fully 
decoupled.  

 

3.3 Structural-mechanical requirements 

The structures forming the blanket have to withstand 
the mechanic loads coming mainly from the coolant 
pressure, thermal stresses and electromagnetics loads. 
Characteristic of all these blanket designs is the presence 
of high pressure coolants (8 MPa for helium and 15.5 
MPa for water) in small channels imbedded in plates or 
in independent pipes. The structural assessment is 
performed following mainly RCC-MRx rules, in 
particular according to [10] the following damage modes 
should be addressed: immediate plastic collapse and 
plastic instability, immediate plastic flow localization, 
thermal creep, ratcheting and fatigue. 

Critical for the mechanical design is the assessment 
of the box behaviour in case of in-box LOCA. During 
operation the box contains the breeder materials at low 
pressure (<0.2 MPa for helium purge in HCPB, ~ 1 MPa 
of hydrostatic load for PbLi) being fully separated from 
the high pressure cooling system. In case of a rupture of 
a separating wall the box can be pressurized at the 
coolant pressure; hence, a design according to Level C or 
D of the design rules is envisaged. The mechanical 
requirements have to cope with the neutronic 
requirements: reinforcements necessary to ensure the 
box stability are to be carefully implemented to avoid 
increasing the amount of steel in the BZ impacting the 
TBR. 

EM forces constitute another typical load challenge 
for the tokamak reactor; they are caused by electrical 
currents induced by magnetic transients interacting with 
magnetic fields (Lorentz forces) or simply by the 
stationary interaction of magnetic fields with magnetic 
materials (Maxwell forces). In particular transients 
related to the disruption of the 10-MA-plasma currents, 
can produce large eddy current in the surrounding 
blanket structures, with resultant torques of tens of MNm 
on the major components [11]. These forces are in 
particular a challenge for the attachment system of the 



	  

blankets to the VV, but also internal forces can affect the 
integrity of single boxes; therefore present efforts aim at 
assessing the performance of the MMS design.  

4. Status of the BB concepts 
The four blanket concepts described in Section 2 are 

currently designed for adaptation to the PPPT-DEMO. 
Since end 2014 a Design Description Document for each 
concept and related CAD drawings ae available. 
Performance analyses on neutronics, thermo-hydraulics 
and structural mechanics are performed to validate the 
design. 

4.1 The HCPB concept 

It is a solid breeder concept that uses a ternary Li-
ceramics as breeder and beryllium as neutron multiplier 
material; it was already present and deeply investigated 
in the DEMONET Studies [12] and in PPCS [13]. 

The adaptation of the design to the PPPT-DEMO, 
started in 2012 with a first version based on the robust 
“beer-box” architecture used also for the TBM and with 
a segmentation in 10 boxes per segment. The results, 
however, were poor in term of TBR [14]. As the HCPB 
concept is characterised by a relatively moderated 
spectrum (due to the presence of large amount of 
beryllium), it is very sensitive to steel content. The 
adaptation of the design to the PPPT-DEMO plant 
required a completely new architecture of the breeder 
zone. By eliminating the vertical stiffening grid system 
and the breeder units of the “beer box” concept, it is 
possible to feed the different box structures directly from 
the back supporting structure manifolds, reducing the 
intermediate level of box manifold. This new 
architecture has resulted in a steel amount reduction of 
about 11% in the BZ.  

 
Fig. 3: Evolution of the HCPB design (2013-2015).  
	  

In addition this results in an increase of the radial 
thickness of the BZ of about 55% at the OB modules and 
79% at the IB modules, which has been used to increase 
the amount of functional materials in the BZ. 
Preliminary neutronic assessment performed in MCNP 
with the latest DEMO tokamak baseline design (2015) 
and sensitivity studies of the TBR [15] reveals a ΔTBR 
between 0.1 and 0.2 with respect the previous designs, 

with the possibility to reach TBR values higher than  
1.20. The number of modules has been reduced to only 7 
per segment and, due to the new internal arrangement of 
the BZ, a completely new concept of manifold at the 
back supporting structure has been introduced. Figure 3 
shows the evolution of the design from 2013 (“beer 
box”) to the “sandwich” concept elaborated in 2015.  

4.2 The HCLL Concept 

This concept was proposed in 2003 and was included 
later at the end of the PPCS as model AB [16].  It uses 
helium as coolant and the eutectic Pb15.8Li as breeder 
material; PbLi circulates slowly in the blanket only to 
carry the breed T outside the reactor for extraction. Like 
the HCPB it has been studied intensively for the TBM 
application. The main rationale followed by the CEA 
design team is to capitalize the experience acquired on 
the HCLL Test Blanket Module designed for ITER. 
Design improvements are being implemented to adapt 
the design to DEMO specifications and performance 
objectives.  

The proposed design (see Figure 4) presents the 
typical “beer-box” architecture used in the TBM with 
modular Breeder Units. In particular the BSS has been 
designed following the tie rod concept used also in the 
TBM manifold region. Thermal and mechanical analyses 
have been carried out in order to justify the design of the 
HCLL breeding blanket showing attractive results for tie 
rods modules’ attachments system and relatively good 
behaviour of the box in case of LOCA when comparing 
to RCC-MRx criteria. CFD thermal analyses on generic 
breeding unit have enabled the consolidation of the 
results obtained with previous design analyses [17].  

 
Fig. 4: HCLL design 2015.  
 

Nuclear analyses are carried out at CEA with the 
TRIPOLI-4® Monte Carlo code. One of the objectives is 
to demonstrate consistency between the MCNP and 
TRIPOLI results on the HCLL breeding blanket. A very 
good agreement was obtained for all of the relevant 
nuclear responses [18]. The TBR predicted for the 
current design amount to 1.07. In order to achieve the 
TBR target of 1.1, suitable measures have been 
investigated: the increase of the inboard breeder zone 
thickness using an improved manifold scheme (ΔTBR 
+0.01 per manifold), a reduction of the number of 
cooling plates in Breeding Units (ΔTBR +0.02 per 
cooling plate) and stiffening plates (ΔTBR +0.04 
removing the vertical stiffening grid). Such measures 



	  

were shown to be sufficient to ensure the required TBR: 
the maximum theoretical TBR value that could be 
achieved by implementing all the different options is 
1.19.   

4.3 The WCLL Concept 

This concept was developed in parallel with the 
HCPB [19-20], but abandoned in 2004 for the HCLL. 
The studies have been restarted in 2012 first by CEA, 
then by the ENEA team. The concept is characterizes by 
the use of water at PWR conditions (285-325°C at 
15.5MPa) as coolant and PbLi as liquid breeder; the 
PbLi requirements are similar to those of the HCLL.    

Figure 5 presents a new WCLL design (first release 
in 2015) based on the rationale of having the same 
repeatable basic geometry (modularity of the breeding 
blanket) along the poloidal direction. Stiffeners are 
placed in the radial-toroidal plane and in the radial-
poloidal plane. The water coolant flows through double 
wall tubes (DWT) with a C-shape and placed on a radial-
toroidal plane (Fig. 2b). The computed velocity in the 
tubes is less than 2m/s. The PbLi flow path in the 
breeding zone is “quasi” horizontal. Thermal analyses 
are carried out [21] to evaluate the temperature field in 
the module. CFD code simulations are in progress to 
evaluate the PbLi flow path in the module and the 
temperature field and the flow path in the collectors. 
Dedicated thermo-mechanical studies [22] have been 
performed on the water cooled FW to explore the 
cooling limits above the reference thermal load of 0.5 
MW/m2 indicated as minimum in the design 
requirements. 

	  
Fig. 1: New WCLL design 2015.  
 

4.4 The DCLL Concept 

Also this concept can be found in the previous EU 
studies [23-24] and like the WCLL it was practically 
abandoned after the PPCS (a part some studies in the 
framework of the Spanish national programme TECNO-
FUS). The concept is interesting for the potentiality to 
operate at high PbLi temperatures (up to 700°C) with 
consequently a high efficiency of the power conversion 
system. For the PPPT-DEMO a low temperature version 
(PbLi temperatures <500°C) as in DEMONET was 

proposed that does not require the development of high 
temperature materials making it possible for a near term 
application. 

CIEMAT has been working on the new design since 
2014, according to the new PPPT-DEMO reactor 
specifications [25]. The design is based on a multi-
module segment, having 8 different modules attached to 
a common BSS. Each blanket module presents a poloidal 
circulation of PbLi in order to extract most of the reactor 
power, the FW including He channels for cooling 
purposes. The BZ consists of 4 parallel PbLi circuits, 
separated by radial stiffening grid. These channels 
implements FCI consisting of Eurofer-alumina-Eurofer 
sandwiches, in order to prevent large MHD pressure 
drops. Thanks to the MMS design the PbLi velocity has 
been considerably reduced inside the modules (2-3 cm/s) 
resulting in relatively low MHD pressure losses (about 
250 kPa in a preliminary estimation). A TBR of 1.13 has 
been estimated [26] and shielding performances have 
been assessed, demonstrating that the DCLL fulfils the 
current limit (together with the VV) in the TF coils 
established for DEMO (50 W/m3). 

 
Fig. 6: DCLL design 2014-2015. 

5. Auxiliary systems, materials and R&D 
The WPBB scope includes also the design of the 

TES and, for the liquid breeder blankets, the PbLi-loops. 
In addition several R&D packages have been launched to 
give the necessary support to the design activities. 

5.1 PbLi Technology 

Three of the four Breeder blankets concepts 
(HCLL/WCLL/DCLL) use the eutectic Pb–15.8Li alloy 
enriched to 90% in 6Li as breeder; for these concepts 
PbLi loops have to provide circulation of the liquid 
metal through the BB internals. The design of these 
loops, which is a novelty of the present studies, is based 
on the following functional requirements: a) to carry 
tritium produced inside the breeder modules to the 
extraction units located outside the Vacuum Vessel, b) to 
control PbLi chemistry and remove accumulated 
impurities and (activated) corrosion products, c) to 
ensure gravitational draining of the BB module, d) to 
provide adequate heating in order to maintain Pb-16Li in 
the liquid state in all system locations, and d) for the 



	  

DCLL to transport about 60% of the blanket heat (at 
temperature around 500°C) to the steam generators. 

The preliminary P&ID of PbLi loops for the HCLL 
and WCLL was carried out in 2014-2015 together with 
the selection of the main components. During the normal 
operation, the PbLi alloy stored in a permanent tank (see 
Figure 7) is sent to IB and OB segments with permanent 
magnetic circulation pumps; the inlet flow can be heated 
if the temperature is lower than the required inlet one. 
Insulating valves are placed onto the blanket inlet and 
outlet lines. The TES (see section 5.3) is placed on a 
bypass line; the alloy can be heated up to 450°C before 
entering into it. Downstream the TES, the Pb-Li flow is 
cooled down to 300°C (HCLL), or 326°C (WCLL) 
through heat exchangers. A portion of the flow enters in 
the Purification System (PS); the PS will be designed in 
order to manage a mass flow rate in the range between 1-
10%. An expansion tank is connected with the main loop 
in order to allow thermal expansion and recover of 
helium bubbles (produced in PbLi by neutron flux from 
the reactor). 

 
Fig. 7: P&ID of PbLi loops for the HCLL and WCLL. 
	  

The design of the PbLi-loop has to take into account 
several interconnected parameters, like corrosion of 
structural materials, development of permeation and 
corrosion coatings, design of purification system and 
chemistry control system, evaluation of helium 
generated per transmutation in the BB, design of 
expansion tank, evaluation of pressure drop due to MHD 
effect and impact of MHD effect on corrosion rate, 
selection of pumping system, etc.  In order to perform 
the integrated design of the loops into the BB, dedicated 
multi-physics models are under development and will be 
validated with the support of the experimental facilities 
available in the frame of the BB project. 

The computation of 3D MHD effects with thermal 
coupling, as well as tritium transport, have been 
performed for different benchmark problems that 
considered fully developed MHD flows in rectangular 
channels with various electrical boundary conditions. In 
MHD channel flows thin boundary layers form along all 
walls, whose thickness reduces by increasing the applied 
magnetic field [27-28]. The codes developed are under 
validation by means of MHD experiments at low and 
high velocity in the MEKKA laboratory at KIT. Safety 

analysis of water/Pb-16Li interaction due to in WCLL 
in-box LOCA are ongoing in ENEA Brasimone [29]. 

5.2 Solid breeders and beryllium 

Only one blanket concept, i.e. HCPB, is using 
lithium based ceramics for T breeding and 
beryllium/beryllides for multiplying neutrons. The 
EUROfusion activities focus on the development and 
qualification of the current reference materials and the 
demonstration of upscaling their fabrication methods to 
mass production.   

While presently either lithium orthosilicate 
(Li4SiO4) or lithium metatitanate (Li2TiO3) are pursued 
by the ITER partners for the solid breeder concepts [30], 
advanced, mixed ceramics breeders were proposed 
within the European part of the BA DEMO R&D 
activities. The chemical composition of the breeding 
ceramics was altered by adding lithium metatitanate as a 
second, strengthening phase to lithium orthosilicate [31] 
and a modified melt-based fabrication process was 
established at KIT [32]. As these mixed-phase ceramics 
are supposed to combine the advantages of lithium 
orthosilicate and lithium metatitanate, the further 
development and evaluation of these ceramics are 
carried out within the EUROfusion programme with the 
aim to qualify the material and to provide the necessary 
data for the conceptual design review of the HCPB 
concept. As the study of the thermal conductivity of 
ceramic pebble beds is a crucial issue for the design of 
the solid breeder blanket, a new facility based on the hot 
wire method was designed and assembled at KIT. First 
results showed that the thermal conductivity is hardly 
influenced by the additions of lithium titanate to 
orthosilicate. Investigations on the compatibility of 
breeding ceramics with structural materials like 
EUROFER under different purge gas atmospheres at 
TBM relevant temperatures are currently performed 
both, at CIEMAT and KIT. These complementary 
studies use different experimental setups and are focused 
on the structural material and the ceramics, respectively. 
The long-term stability as well as the T absorption and 
release behavior of the advanced breeding ceramics will 
be investigated in the near future. A crucial point for the 
qualification of the advanced breeding ceramics is the 
investigation of their irradiation and tritium release 
behavior under neutron irradiation. Because of the 
present lack of neutron irradiation experiments, the 
hydrogen isotope diffusion and release characteristics 
under ionizing and nuclear radiations are very important 
to deduce the possible behaviour of ceramics under 
neutron irradiation. Indeed thermally induced 
outdiffusion studies of deuterium as well as studies 
under gamma-irradiation were already performed at 
CIEMAT [33-34-35]. 

The work package on neutron multiplier materials 
aims at a thorough and comprehensive investigation of 
presently available neutron multiplier materials. BeTi 
rods were successfully produced by KIT in cooperation 
with KBHF and the Technical University Berlin using a 
hot extrusion method. These rods will be used for 
production of titanium beryllide material by means of 



	  

annealing of the rods. The BeTi rods will also be used to 
produce pebbles from titanium beryllide by rotation 
electrode method at JAEA, Rokkasho. In addition, Be 
pebbles produced at Brush Materion with the new 
production route based on the fluoride reduction method 
will be included in an extensive characterization 
programme, where these new materials will be compared 
to pebbles produced by the Bochvar Institute, and the 1 
mm reference pebbles by NGK. 

Besides ongoing compatibility studies with 
EUROFER 97, especially the compatibility of beryllium 
and titanium beryllide with air and steam will be 
investigated to assess kinetic data necessary to deduce 
the possible consequences for the blanket design. 
Furthermore, out-of-pile T absorption/release 
measurements will be performed on different types of 
neutron multiplier materials to improve and verify the 
empirical models. Beryllium pebbles irradiated in the 
HIDOBE-01 and HIDOBE-02 experiments in the HFR 
at NRG in Petten will also be included in these studies 
for comparison and to assess the influence of helium on 
tritium release [36]. 

5.3 Tritium Technology 

The R&D activities on Tritium Technology for the 
BB have been articulated into four strongly 
interconnected main areas of work: Tritium System 
Design, tritium Transport Modelling, Tritium Extraction 
Processes, and Tritium Control. The following is a short 
description of the work programme and achievements so 
far; more details can be found in [37]. 

Different candidate technologies to be used for the 
Tritium Extraction and Recovery System (TERS) have 
been carefully assessed pursuing a multi-criteria analysis 
considering safety, integration, operation and 
performances, synergy with the inner fuel cycle, 
technology readiness level, costs, etc. As outcome of this 
selection exercise, cryogenic trapping and Permeator 
Against Vacuum (PAV) have been pre-selected as 
baseline methods for the solid and liquid BBs, 
respectively. The following back-up solutions have also 
been retained for further considerations: membranes & 
membranes reactors for TERS of HCPB, and Vacuum 
Sieved Tray (VST) for the PbLi liquid blankets. This 
technology pre-selection has been largely driven by the 
technology readiness level of the different processes that 
shall evolve along the experimental R&D phase. The 
preliminary pipe and flow diagrams for the TERS of the 
4 BBs were produced.  

Most of the methods to be used for the DEMO TERS 
are presently at a very low technology readiness level. 
Large efforts have been engaged to demonstrate that 
advanced and simple techniques would fulfil the high 
requirements in term of throughput and efficiency. 
Several facilities shall be deployed in different 
laboratories to implement experimental campaigns of 
twofold: i) proof of principle of the process based on 
laboratory scale experiments with tritium, and ii) proof 
of principle at component level throughout experiments 
with hydrogen or deuterium at medium scale. For HCPB, 

preliminary tests were done on Inorganic Membranes 
(IM) and Catalytic Membranes Reactors (CMR) mainly 
for screening the performances of different zeolite 
membranes (for IM) and different operation modes of a 
Pd/Ag CMR [38]. For liquid blankets, two conceptual 
designs of lithium-lead loops for testing PAV at high 
velocity flows [39] and VST using tritium have been 
completed.  

The modelling of the Tritium Transport in the BB at 
system level has been reinitiated developing at first new 
models under Ecosimpro for HCPB and WCLL. The 
necessary inputs were compiled from latest BB designs 
and first estimates of tritium flows and inventories were 
computed. Parametric analysis at the macroscopic level 
were performed to analyse and identify possible 
operational points taking into account the performances 
of the TERS and additional measures like anti-
permeation barriers. Additional specific analyses at the 
microscopic level (including MHD effect, other 
boundary layers like oxide layers or coatings) will be 
progressively integrated to refine these first estimations.  

Efficient tritium control mitigation to limit the 
permeation towards the coolant is a key aspect and still 
challenging task. Experimental work will be dedicated to 
the measurements of permeation reduction factor of anti-
corrosion barriers with D2 under electron irradiation or 
with T2 after having been aged in PbLi or with neutron 
irradiation. Beyond coatings, the in-situ and on-line 
study of permeation through oxide layers promoted by 
He chemistry control (H2 / H2O addition) will also be 
investigated.   

5.4 Blanket FW and limiters 

The Breeding Blanket FW in the European DEMO 
will be a high heat flux, actively cooled component with 
tungsten armour for surface protection and plasma 
conditioning. The areas of activities in design and R&D 
in this sub-project are described in more detail in [40]. 

First, a key objective is to improve the definition of 
FW surface loading, i.e., that due to plasma radiation and 
fluxes of charged particles and neutrals. On the next 
level of activity, thermo-hydraulic and structural design 
calculations are performed to develop the FW operating 
requirements, coolant conditions and structural material 
constraints. With understanding of the requirements, the 
third level of design activity is on the FW plasma-facing 
components (PFCs). Here the work uses thermo-
structural analysis and assessment against recognised 
design criteria (RCC-MRx and ITER SDC-IC) in the 
search for designs with improved power handling. The 
potential of plasma limiter components is also being 
explored as a way of accommodating high wall load 
events while maintaining acceptable wall neutron flux. 
However, this design activity requires clear 
understanding of cooling channel technology. 

For the helium cooled FW concepts, heat transfer 
enhancement techniques are investigated which can 
increase, keeping the same design, the acceptable heat 
flux density from the currently established 0.5 MW/m2 
to about 1MW/m2  (for EUROFER structures). Ribbed 



	  

surfaces and other turbulence or secondary flow 
inducing channel inserts can increase the heat transfer 
coefficient by factor 3-4. Alternatives are tested by 
experiments and by high fidelity fluid dynamics 
simulations, like the detached eddy (DES) technique 
[41]. Available fabrication techniques, in line with the 
general fabrication steps of the FW are a key issue for 
this work. 

In the area of water cooled technology, work is 
ongoing to explore the technological limits of channel 
designs and how these could be employed in the DEMO 
PFCs. In the present work the performance of the well-
known Hypervapotron (HV) heat sink for a FW limiter 
application under DEMO operating conditions is 
predicted using CFD. In order to assess the performance, 
numerical simulations are performed using a commercial 
computational fluid dynamics code which was 
previously validated in predicting the thermal hydraulic 
performance of HV geometry [42]. Based on the results 
the potential usage of HV heat sink for DEMO reactor 
will be assessed.  

5.5 Blanket Manufacturing 

Activities are planned to assess the manufacturing 
feasibility of the different blanket designs. In addition 
critical manufacturing processes are investigated, 
producing and qualifying fabrication mock-ups. Tests of 
functional mock-up are planned in KIT and CVR 
facilities with helium and water at relevant conditions 
and chemistry. Within WPBB manufacturing 
technologies are being developed and qualified to 
comply with quality standards required by nuclear 
regulations.  

In 2014 an assessment of technologies available for 
Breeding Blanket manufacturing was performed. These 
technologies have been developed in frame of the TBM 
programme under F4E, under EUROfusion or in national 
funded programme of RUs like CEA and KIT. In the 
TBM Programme [43] large contracts have been 
launched in the past few years for the assessment of 
fabrication technologies and procedures of the 
HCLL/HCPB TBM sub-components, like first wall, 
cooling and stiffening plates, and side caps; the 
investigated technologies are based on fusion and 
diffusion welding of EUROFER-97 steel as well as 
spark-erosion and bending. This work has developed 
preliminary fabrication/welding procedure specifications 
complying with codes and standards (RCC-MRx) and 
the manufacturing and characterisation of feasibility 
mock-ups. Also, assembly procedures for the TBM box 
have been developed for the establishment of an 
optimized assembly sequence/scenario and development 
of standardized welding procedure specifications. 
Additional work [44] has been performed for exploring 
alternative technologies aimed for the DEMO blanket 
development. These include spark erosion manufacturing 
of long FW channels (~2m), bending of large FW plates 
and a variety of different welding procedures (laser, TIG 
and EB for plate thickness varying from 1 to 30 mm)  
relevant for the assembly of the blanket box. Figure 8 
shows an example of a structured FW channel (for heat 

transfer enhancement) realised with spark erosion 
technologies. 

Dedicated tasks have been launched for special 
technology requested by single blanket design. E.g. 
DWT carrying the water coolant in the WCLL concept 
inside the pool of PbLi that fills the blanket box. To 
increase the reliability of the concept, a compliant layer 
of copper joints two concentric EUROFER tubes, 
allowing crack stopping. The manufacturing of this 
component is still under development. Test experiments 
with specimens of DWT and EUROFER plates are 
planned for corrosion, corrosion fatigue, stress corrosion 
cracking and loss of fracture resistance. A dedicated test 
facility, the reactor water loop (RVS-3) installed in the 
experimental reactor LVR-15 in CVR, is currently 
instrumented for the test. 

 For the protection of the FW from plasma erosion 
the development of functionally graded tungsten-
EUROFER coating layers [45] has been started. 

 
Fig. 8: Manufacturing of FW channels with helium heat 
transfer enhancing ribs (KIT courtesy).  

 

4. Summary and outlook 
After one year and half of work since its constitution 

in 2014, the breeding blanket project is now in fully 
operation.  The requirements of the BB in the PPPT 
DEMO are under definition; in particular the heat load 
requirements of the FW are under investigation and 
uncertainties have to be reduced. The first version of the 
Design Description Document has been issued for all the 
four blankets investigated; the design work is 
concentrated to solve the main design requirements 
related to TBR, hydraulic lay-out and structural 
assessment. PbLi and tritium loops have been defined 
and the first P&IDs are available.  

Almost all the necessary R&D for the conceptual 
design has been identified and is under implementation 
(e.g. tritium extraction and modelling, chemical 
compatibility of the breeders in operational and 
accidental conditions, manufacturing assessment). 
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